
Sideline Crew Etiquette  

1. Remember that you are part of the game officiating crew. Do not cheer, coach or instruct players 

from this position.  

2. Introduce yourself to the Officials, especially the Linesman (Sideline Official) before the game and 

review any special instructions or questions.  

3. Remember you are on the opposing team sidelines. Communicate only with the Officials. If there are 

any issues regarding game play direct coaches to the Officials.  

4. Remain alert and aware at all times of what is happening on the field around you. If the play is coming 

to the sidelines near your location be prepared to drop the stick away from the field of play. Be aware of 

where your stick was located before being dropped.  

5. Do not move the chains or down box marker until instructed to do so in one of the following cases:  

a. Referee (“White hat”) signals first down and for chains to be moved,  

b. Linesman advises you to move chains on first down,  

c. Linesman advises you to move the chains or down box to adjust position to properly align with the 

ball. If you see a flag (penalty) keep your spot until instructed to move.  

6. The Down Box Marker and starting chain marker on 1st down should be placed in line with front point 

of the ball in the direction the ball is going. Tips for aligning ball:  

a. The Ball is 1 foot long. If back edge of ball is on line front of ball is 1 foot from line.  

b. Judge distance of front tip of ball from nearest line or hash-mark  

c. Most Linesmen will put forward foot at leading point of ball  lining up marker with officials heel is 

always a good start.  

d. When the ball is turned over on downs you will need to move the marker and chains to the opposite 

end of the ball after the officials reset the ball  

7. Do not engage in discussions with your team’s coaches and do not discuss any strategies or game 

related information observed or heard on the opposing teams sideline with others during halftime. (This 

includes using Digital devices) 


